
What Prompts Thoughts of Self-Harm? How to Push Such Thoughts Away. 
 

Considering suicide doesn’t define a person; it indicates discontentment with the negative things of life, and 
a positive desire for better things. But death isn’t better, so: 

“Fight for your life like you’d fight for your child, spouse, jail partner, or inmate.” 

 
Two main factors behind suicidal thoughts 

1. Lack of sleep from overwork, care-giving, or when excessive gaming, another disruptive habit, or over-thinking 
impede sufficient sleep. 

2. Pain: physical, emotional, or both from social media, being alone, family disruption, belief of being a burden to 
others, mental disorder, identity confusion. Other risk factors are substance abuse and access to lethal means. 

 
Good news Each factor can be addressed. There is always hope unless suicidal action is taken. Note: 90% of people 
who survive a suicide attempt never try again, because they usually accepted help and life changed for them. 
 
Lack of sleep reduces the feeling of being hopeful, in charge, able to find help or make wise decisions. “A sleep-
deprived soldier is 5 times more likely to commit suicide than a rested one,” says On Killing author Lt Col David 
Grossman, of www.GrossmanOnTruth.com, who suggests: Avoid rotating shifts which harm health and attitude; If 
having a sleep disorder (not caused by a bad habit like excessive gaming), try a sleep lab, sleep mask, sleep 
supplements, etc., until finding what works. For sleep guidance tips, request the free leaflet, “Stay Alert and Sleep 
Well” from chaplain Linda.Ahrens@ccsheriff.org, 

  
Physical pain makes some want to end life. Yet, many people live for years or full lives even with limitations, due to 
resilience. Also, medicine continuously improves; ask for help to research, try different doctors, and new options.  

 
Emotional pain, and considering suicide hits almost everyone some time. This feeling can be from: trauma stress or 
PTSD; relationship, financial, grief, or career issues; genetic predisposition, chemical imbalance, a side-effect of meds; 
hormonal change; lack of sunlight. Correctional staff have additional stressors: inmates’ words, and violent incidents. 
Try counseling, vacations, mental health days. Try resources that address marital, financial, kid, etc., issues. Ask a 
friend, EAP counselor, pastor, or other to aid you in locating help. Request the free leaflet “Beating Depression” from 
chaplain Linda.Ahrens@ccsheriff.org 

Red flags 
Someone may be suicidal if they: 

• Speak despairingly - about death, being a burden to others, are trapped or in pain, life isn’t worth living, etc. 

• Change behavior - quit normal activities; reckless actions, saying goodbye, giving away possessions, etc.  

 
Talking about suicide doesn’t encourage suicide, so if you notice a red flag, ask: 

“Are you considering suicide?” “Do you have a plan of how or when to commit suicide?” If the answer is “yes,” 
don’t tell someone to “just stop thinking” about self-harm. Don’t leave the person alone; secure any weapon or drug 
that could be used.  
Ask: 

• May I call the suicide prevention hotline 988 for us? Or who would you like to talk to about this? 

• When you last felt happy, what were you doing -- can you recreate any of that? 
• Did you ever feel like this in the past? What did you do to get through it?  
• Do you really want to end your life -- or just the kind of life you’re living now? What do you need to be different? 

 
Identify the Triggers 

Ask the person (or yourself): 
• what events prompt thinking about self-harm? – arguments, failed promotion, getting ill, being ridiculed? 
• what feelings prompt thinking about self-harm – sadness, anxiety, anger, loneliness, shame, emptiness? 
Identifying triggers is the first step to defusing them. Just discussing a negative situation or feeling -- rather than 
acting upon it -- is productive and hopeful! Evaluating triggers turns the mind from emotion to logic, which enables 
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one to direct energy toward finding assistance, optional solutions to the problem/trigger, and to begin taking positive 
action. (There’s no guarantee that exploring ways to solve problems will make life improve quickly, but suicide ends 
all hope that life will get better.) 
      Negative events and emotions needn’t result in self-harm; they can be identified as unhealthy and the healthy 
option recalled, focused upon and/or acted upon. Counselors will help with this process. Perhaps request the free 
leaflet, “Anxiety Replaced by Peace,” from chaplain Linda.Ahrens@ccsheriff.org.  

Reflect on & Share Truth 

• Each person is needed, has ability, potential, and a future.

• Even just sharing feelings about self-harm, or going to work is an accomplishment and good.

• It’s great to express pain because then practical ways to address it can be found.

• Feelings matter but need not control us; bad feelings can be replaced by positive ones.

• Reject lies, such as: “life will never be good, I’m trapped, am a failure, deserve misery...”

• State truth: “I’m capable, trained, needed, am not a victim, daily I accomplish things...”

Suicide is Preventable. 
The above clarifies issues, brings resources, options, and hope by replacing damaged visions with new ones. Get 
immediate professional counseling plus enact personal care in these simple ways:

• Exercise regularly and get good sleep.

• Go outdoors often, even for short times.

• Breathe gently in and out, only through your nose.

• Eat healthily and only moderately intake alcohol.

• Avoid addictive substances, negative news, and negative people.

• If on meds, give them time to work.
Sources: www.SuicidePreventionLifeline.org, www.LivingWorks.net, www.OxygenAdvantage.com 

God Cares 
Ask God for help. He loves each person unconditionally, forever, and hates death. Suicide rejects his gift of life. Suicide has a 
permanent impact on the person, loved ones, workmates, and first responders. There’s no guarantee that exploring ways to solve 
problems will make life improve quickly, but suicide ends all hope that life will get better. He has “ plans for you…to not harm you, 
but to give you hope and a future.” (Jeremiah 29:11). Trust God and use the resources he offers: 988, etc.  

People may have faulty understanding about life and death. Even where government allows euthanasia, the ‘right to die’ is a bad 
idea. Death is the doorway to an eternal existence which may be far worse. Jesus taught “Death is the work of Satan, who comes 
only to steal, kill and destroy” (John 10:10). No one should usurp God’s authority by ending his or her own life. Suicide is self-
murder, and God forbids murder: “Thou shall not murder" (Exodus 20:13). 

Some say God won’t forgive suicide because the person can’t repent afterwards for it. But we each disobey God and will each die 
with unconfessed sin, some of which we’ll even be unaware of having committed! Even if we did somehow know all our sins and 
confessed them, that doesn’t “earn” us entry to heaven.  

Suicide doesn’t determine where a person will spend eternity. The only unforgivable sin is rejecting Jesus: “those who…do not obey 

the gospel of our Lord Jesus…will be punished and shut out from the presence of the God forever” (2 Thessalonians 1:8-9). 

“Whoever believes in Jesus has eternal life” (John 5:24). Seek help. You are unique and loved by God. He is hope.  
Source: The Holy Bible 

For immediate support, call the Suicide Crisis Helpline at 988 
or 1-800-273-8255 (Hit #1 if a veteran), or       

Chat at 988Lifeline.org         Text “TALK” to 741741
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